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EVPA &EVPA &  

EuropeanEuropean  

CommissionCommission  

PartnershipPartnership

Annual Report 2022Annual Report 2022

The partnership recognises the role EVPA plays as the European impact finance network and aims to encourage further development of social finance in Europe. With the “IMPULSE” programmeThe partnership recognises the role EVPA plays as the European impact finance network and aims to encourage further development of social finance in Europe. With the “IMPULSE” programme  

(Investing for an Impactful European Social Economy), EVPA facilitated interactions between the impact community and policymakers, delivered strong capacity-building actions, collected and analysed(Investing for an Impactful European Social Economy), EVPA facilitated interactions between the impact community and policymakers, delivered strong capacity-building actions, collected and analysed  

sector data and developed strategic partnerships and synergies.sector data and developed strategic partnerships and synergies.

  

EVPA undertakes these activities to achieve EVPA undertakes these activities to achieve four main objectivesfour main objectives::
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Support the European Commission to raise awareness aboutSupport the European Commission to raise awareness about  

and enable the implementation of relevant EU policies andand enable the implementation of relevant EU policies and  

funding funding 

Read more

Reinforce the capacity of the EVPA members and share bestReinforce the capacity of the EVPA members and share best  

practicespractices

Read more

Voice the concerns and expectations of organisationsVoice the concerns and expectations of organisations  

facilitating access to finance to provide input for policy designfacilitating access to finance to provide input for policy design  

and implementationand implementation  

Read more
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Provide data and research on developments in the field, whichProvide data and research on developments in the field, which  

can serve as input for evidence-based policymakingcan serve as input for evidence-based policymaking

Read more
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HighlightsHighlights

A growing and thrivingA growing and thriving  

communitycommunity

EVPA welcomed 56 new members in 2022EVPA welcomed 56 new members in 2022

Visit our Members DirectoryVisit our Members Directory

Impact data hubImpact data hub

Our landmark report Our landmark report Accelerating ImpactAccelerating Impact gives a gives a  

comprehensive, data-driven picture of thecomprehensive, data-driven picture of the  

European impact investment market.European impact investment market.

Download reportDownload report

Success storiesSuccess stories

Showcasing successful models of public-privateShowcasing successful models of public-private  

partnerships and the catalytic role of investing forpartnerships and the catalytic role of investing for  

impact practices.impact practices.

Read the seriesRead the series

EU Funding WatchEU Funding Watch

An online guide to access EU fundingAn online guide to access EU funding  

opportunities.opportunities.

Visit websiteVisit website

85 practitioners trained85 practitioners trained

with our IMM advanced programme and impactwith our IMM advanced programme and impact  

investing crash course.investing crash course.

Our learning offerOur learning offer

IMM Burning TopicsIMM Burning Topics

The blog series shares practical insights directlyThe blog series shares practical insights directly  

from leaders in the field of impact measurementfrom leaders in the field of impact measurement  

and management, to tackle the most crucialand management, to tackle the most crucial  

questions and spark debate.questions and spark debate.

Read the seriesRead the series

https://www.evpa.ngo/members
https://www.evpa.ngo/insights/accelerating-impact
https://www.evpa.ngo/insight-series/unlocking-eu-funds-social-economy
https://www.evpa.ngo/eu-funding-watch
https://www.evpa.ngo/stream/learning
https://www.evpa.ngo/insight-series/burning-topics
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Raising awarenessRaising awareness

Objective 1: Raise awareness and enable the implementation of relevant EU policies and fundingObjective 1: Raise awareness and enable the implementation of relevant EU policies and funding

Focus on EU fundingFocus on EU funding

4900
page views in the EUpage views in the EU  

Funding sectionFunding section

EVPA‘s revamped EVPA‘s revamped ‘EU Funding Watch’ webpage‘EU Funding Watch’ webpage is a is a  

new, dynamic online tool which offers targeted and new, dynamic online tool which offers targeted and easilyeasily  

accessible informationaccessible information on funding opportunities at the on funding opportunities at the  

EU level and beyond to EVPA members and socialEU level and beyond to EVPA members and social  

economy stakeholders. The page also guides investorseconomy stakeholders. The page also guides investors  

through through EU non-financial supportEU non-financial support opportunities, such as opportunities, such as  

the InvestEU Advisory Hub and Portal.the InvestEU Advisory Hub and Portal.

Visit EU Funding Watch

https://www.evpa.ngo/eu-funding-watch
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We organised an We organised an EU Funding BootcampEU Funding Bootcamp at EVPA’s at EVPA’s  

Impact Week, based on open conversations, peer learningImpact Week, based on open conversations, peer learning  

and case discussions to build the capacity of social financeand case discussions to build the capacity of social finance  

providers to access EU funding and to boost co-investmentproviders to access EU funding and to boost co-investment  

between public and private stakeholders. The 63 participantsbetween public and private stakeholders. The 63 participants  

were extremely satisfied with the bootcamp, and said it gavewere extremely satisfied with the bootcamp, and said it gave  

them tools and increased knowledge to apply for EUthem tools and increased knowledge to apply for EU  

funding.funding.

63

extremely satisfied EU Fundingextremely satisfied EU Funding  

bootcamp participantsbootcamp participants

Exchanges with policymakersExchanges with policymakers

43
Exchanges with European CommissionExchanges with European Commission  

officials and other multilateralofficials and other multilateral  

authoritiesauthorities

EVPA had over EVPA had over 43 exchanges43 exchanges with European Commission with European Commission  

officials and other multilateral authorities, enabling us toofficials and other multilateral authorities, enabling us to  

understand the state of play of policy implementation andunderstand the state of play of policy implementation and  

act as a main knowledge source for our members and theact as a main knowledge source for our members and the  

broader impact ecosystem. We actively engaged inbroader impact ecosystem. We actively engaged in  

discussions on the EU Pact for Skills, the implementation ofdiscussions on the EU Pact for Skills, the implementation of  

the EU Social Economy Action Plan and EU fundingthe EU Social Economy Action Plan and EU funding  

opportunities.opportunities.

EVPA organised a EVPA organised a roundtable on the EU Pact for Skillsroundtable on the EU Pact for Skills  

with policymakers and EVPA members during EVPAwith policymakers and EVPA members during EVPA  

Impact Week, which enabled participants to tackle currentImpact Week, which enabled participants to tackle current  

challenges and learn from best practices in re-skilling/up-challenges and learn from best practices in re-skilling/up-

skilling and education. Impact Week was also an opportunityskilling and education. Impact Week was also an opportunity  

to welcome to welcome two EU Commissionerstwo EU Commissioners and one  and one Director-Director-

GeneralGeneral to share their views with the community. to share their views with the community.
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Learning and knowledge sharingLearning and knowledge sharing

We produced We produced two learning videostwo learning videos on the Social Economy on the Social Economy  

and impact measurement and management, to increaseand impact measurement and management, to increase  

EVPA members’ understanding of these important topicsEVPA members’ understanding of these important topics  

and how they affect their work in the social finance space.and how they affect their work in the social finance space.

1490
views on YouTube & LinkedInviews on YouTube & LinkedIn

Our Our EuroVisions newsletterEuroVisions newsletter kept the community kept the community  

updated on the latest EU policy news, and we disseminatedupdated on the latest EU policy news, and we disseminated  

relevant publications about EU policy developments andrelevant publications about EU policy developments and  

regulations through our website and social media channels.regulations through our website and social media channels.

https://youtu.be/OIbJuWzBLEE
https://youtu.be/N8UsCKDk2JQ
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Capacity buildingCapacity building

Objective 2: Reinforce the capacity of EVPA members and exchange best practicesObjective 2: Reinforce the capacity of EVPA members and exchange best practices

More storiesMore stories

Unlocking EU funds for Social EconomyUnlocking EU funds for Social Economy

EVPA facilitated replication and scaling up of successful modelsEVPA facilitated replication and scaling up of successful models  

by publishing three case studies, showing how social impactby publishing three case studies, showing how social impact  

investors have used EU funds to test innovative financinginvestors have used EU funds to test innovative financing  

schemes in Portugal, Spain and Germany. schemes in Portugal, Spain and Germany. 

Read articles

Navigating IMMNavigating IMM

We also showcased examples of how investors for impact put We also showcased examples of how investors for impact put 

impact measurement and management into practice impact measurement and management into practice to inspireto inspire  

EVPA members to improve their impact management systems.EVPA members to improve their impact management systems.

Check case studies

Impact StoriesImpact Stories

We revamped our We revamped our Impact StoriesImpact Stories website section, presenting website section, presenting  

successful business models of social enterprises and highlightingsuccessful business models of social enterprises and highlighting  

the catalytic role of investors in driving this success.the catalytic role of investors in driving this success.

Read stories

https://www.evpa.ngo/insight-series/unlocking-eu-funds-social-economy
https://www.evpa.ngo/insight-series/navigating-imm-case-studies
https://www.evpa.ngo/stories
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Increasing peer learningIncreasing peer learning

We We trained 85 impact practitionerstrained 85 impact practitioners to better support to better support  

social enterprises, through a new advanced peer learning social enterprises, through a new advanced peer learning 

programme on impact measurement and managementprogramme on impact measurement and management, for, for  

which we also designed an interactive toolkit, and throughwhich we also designed an interactive toolkit, and through  

our our Crash Course on Investing forCrash Course on Investing for  ImpactImpact..

The "Impact Management: The Next Level" programme was a real blast! I am thrilled about theThe "Impact Management: The Next Level" programme was a real blast! I am thrilled about the  

learnings acquired through the continuous interaction with practitioners working in Impact Investing. Ilearnings acquired through the continuous interaction with practitioners working in Impact Investing. I  

am overexcited to apply the learnings.am overexcited to apply the learnings.

Chiara Andreoli | Copenhagen Business SchoolChiara Andreoli | Copenhagen Business School

https://www.evpa.ngo/events/impact-management-next-level
https://www.evpa.ngo/events/crash-course-investing-impact-2022
https://www.evpa.ngo/events/crash-course-investing-impact-2022
https://www.evpa.ngo/events/crash-course-investing-impact-2022
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We convened We convened four gatherings on specific topicsfour gatherings on specific topics relevant relevant  

for the impact finance community: for the impact finance community: climate adaptationclimate adaptation  

financefinance, , foundations endowmentsfoundations endowments, , system mappingsystem mapping, and, and  

additionality (at Impact Week). These allowed practitionersadditionality (at Impact Week). These allowed practitioners  

to exchange best practices and learnings, foster connectionsto exchange best practices and learnings, foster connections  

and support collaboration between our members and otherand support collaboration between our members and other  

stakeholders from the impact ecosystem.stakeholders from the impact ecosystem.

We also organised We also organised four deal-sharing sessionsfour deal-sharing sessions, where, where  

impact funds presented good deals linked to a specificimpact funds presented good deals linked to a specific  

sector, with the aim of boosting co-investment amongsector, with the aim of boosting co-investment among  

EVPA members.EVPA members.

A thriving communityA thriving community

We grew the EVPA community, bringing in new andWe grew the EVPA community, bringing in new and  

more diverse expertise and perspectives with more diverse expertise and perspectives with 56 new56 new  

membersmembers in 2022. Our  in 2022. Our annual membershipannual membership  

surveysurvey helped us get a better understanding of our helped us get a better understanding of our  

members’ needs and interests, with the aim ofmembers’ needs and interests, with the aim of  

improving the effectiveness of our network.improving the effectiveness of our network.

https://www.evpa.ngo/events/opportunities-climate-adaptation-finance-introduction
https://www.evpa.ngo/events/investing-your-foundation-endowment-impact-how-and-why
https://www.evpa.ngo/events/systems-mapping-impact-capital-providers
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4100+
visits to impact storiesvisits to impact stories

30% increase compared to 202130% increase compared to 2021

1700
views of our policy case studiesviews of our policy case studies

56
new membersnew members
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Shaping policiesShaping policies

Objective 3: Contribute to policy design and implementation, and voice the concerns and expectations of the networkObjective 3: Contribute to policy design and implementation, and voice the concerns and expectations of the network

Listening to the impact communityListening to the impact community

Through regular exchanges, EVPA identified the concerns and expectations of its members andThrough regular exchanges, EVPA identified the concerns and expectations of its members and  

other relevant stakeholders about enabling and impeding factors in the EU policy landscape, inother relevant stakeholders about enabling and impeding factors in the EU policy landscape, in  

particular on InvestEU and access to funding, social innovation, the Pact for Skills and sustainableparticular on InvestEU and access to funding, social innovation, the Pact for Skills and sustainable  

finance regulations.finance regulations.

Shaping EU policiesShaping EU policies

EVPA contributed to EVPA contributed to EU policy designEU policy design and outlined  and outlined recommendationsrecommendations by submitting two consultations, on the ex-post evaluation of the European Fund for Strategic Investment and on the Social by submitting two consultations, on the ex-post evaluation of the European Fund for Strategic Investment and on the Social  

Economy developing frameworks.Economy developing frameworks.
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We also continued to disseminate EVPA’s We also continued to disseminate EVPA’s positionposition  

paper on the EU Action Plan for Social Economypaper on the EU Action Plan for Social Economy to to  

increase awareness and engagement on improvingincrease awareness and engagement on improving  

access to finance and non-financial resources,access to finance and non-financial resources,  

boosting social innovation, impact measurement andboosting social innovation, impact measurement and  

management and social taxonomy.management and social taxonomy.

Raising our voiceRaising our voice

The EVPA team attended The EVPA team attended 50+ conferences and events50+ conferences and events to voice the experiences and concerns of investors for to voice the experiences and concerns of investors for  impact and engage with a wider audience. We also disseminated relevant social financeimpact and engage with a wider audience. We also disseminated relevant social finance  

practitioners’ policy practices and reports through our online channels.practitioners’ policy practices and reports through our online channels.

https://www.evpa.ngo/insights/towards-eu-action-plan-social-economy-evpas-5-recommendations
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Spreading KnowledgeSpreading Knowledge

Objective 4: Provide data and research on developments in social financeObjective 4: Provide data and research on developments in social finance

Impact data hubImpact data hub

2022’s landmark report – 2022’s landmark report – Accelerating ImpactAccelerating Impact – offers a – offers a  

comprehensive, data-driven picture of the impactcomprehensive, data-driven picture of the impact  

investment market in Europe. This report is the result of theinvestment market in Europe. This report is the result of the  

first harmonised European impact investment marketfirst harmonised European impact investment market  

sizing, a joint effort by EVPA and GSG. It helps createsizing, a joint effort by EVPA and GSG. It helps create  

more transparency around impact investing trends andmore transparency around impact investing trends and  

practices, and quantify their transformative impact onpractices, and quantify their transformative impact on  

society and planet. We also started developing an online datasociety and planet. We also started developing an online data  

platform to facilitate data sharing among practitioners.platform to facilitate data sharing among practitioners.

Download report

https://www.evpa.ngo/insights/accelerating-impact
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Navigating impact measurement and managementNavigating impact measurement and management

We increased understanding of impact measurement and management strategies by producing a blog series of 8 ‘burning topics’ involving practitioners, experts and academics. We also organised twoWe increased understanding of impact measurement and management strategies by producing a blog series of 8 ‘burning topics’ involving practitioners, experts and academics. We also organised two  

webinars to share knowledge and insights on these topics, and convened two experts' gatherings to explore the topic of additionality.webinars to share knowledge and insights on these topics, and convened two experts' gatherings to explore the topic of additionality.

https://www.evpa.ngo/insight-series/burning-topics
https://youtu.be/gHycpVkcksg
https://youtu.be/HnvLKccVtCw
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Deepening knowledge on social financeDeepening knowledge on social finance

To contribute to the development of knowledge in the impact ecosystem, we have regular exchanges and collaborate with To contribute to the development of knowledge in the impact ecosystem, we have regular exchanges and collaborate with research centres and universitiesresearch centres and universities to create synergies and build on each other’s to create synergies and build on each other’s  

insights. We answered 59 research enquiries and disseminated 36 reports in our online insights. We answered 59 research enquiries and disseminated 36 reports in our online Impact LibraryImpact Library and through our digital channels. and through our digital channels.

1190
views of views of 

Accelerating ImpactAccelerating Impact

(in its first month after publication)(in its first month after publication)

2540
views of Burning Topics views of Burning Topics 

blog seriesblog series

220
attendees at our research webinars &attendees at our research webinars &  

gatheringsgatherings

https://www.evpa.ngo/impact-library
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The power of communications The power of communications 

Throughout 2022, we Throughout 2022, we amplified our reach and engagement amplified our reach and engagement through strategic use ofthrough strategic use of  

communication tools and channels. We developed a new communication strategy to communication tools and channels. We developed a new communication strategy to raise theraise the  

profile of investing for impactprofile of investing for impact, and a partnership strategy to , and a partnership strategy to engage with key stakeholdersengage with key stakeholders to to  

build the social and impact investment ecosystem.build the social and impact investment ecosystem.

We designed a We designed a new EVPA websitenew EVPA website as the backbone of our online presence, and improved user as the backbone of our online presence, and improved user  

experience, design, content and language. We also developed experience, design, content and language. We also developed engaging and actionable contentengaging and actionable content  

on project activities and wider sector development, including a regular rollout of digital andon project activities and wider sector development, including a regular rollout of digital and  

multimedia content, and using multimedia content, and using social and email marketingsocial and email marketing effectively. effectively.

190000
visits to our websitevisits to our website

31% increase compared to 202131% increase compared to 2021
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39
insights publishedinsights published

generating 22,000+ visitsgenerating 22,000+ visits

98%
increase in email campaigns sentincrease in email campaigns sent

246%
increase in newsletter open rateincrease in newsletter open rate
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ConclusionConclusion

Our activities in 2022 to achieve our four main objectives under the IMPULSE programme have led to some important outcomes and results.Our activities in 2022 to achieve our four main objectives under the IMPULSE programme have led to some important outcomes and results.

We delivered strong capacity-building actions to support access to EU funding and facilitate interactions between the impact community and EU and national policymakers on key EU policy instruments.We delivered strong capacity-building actions to support access to EU funding and facilitate interactions between the impact community and EU and national policymakers on key EU policy instruments.  

This enabled increased awareness among EVPA members and other relevant stakeholders about EU policies and relevant funding in the area of social enterprise finance.This enabled increased awareness among EVPA members and other relevant stakeholders about EU policies and relevant funding in the area of social enterprise finance.

Our success stories, policy and research cases, as wellOur success stories, policy and research cases, as well  

as peer learning moments, inspired our communityas peer learning moments, inspired our community  

and enabled them to replicate and learn fromand enabled them to replicate and learn from  

innovative best practices.innovative best practices.

As a result of our policy insights and engaging our members around EU priorities, the European Commission and other EU institutions were informed about challenges and weaknesses of specific EU policyAs a result of our policy insights and engaging our members around EU priorities, the European Commission and other EU institutions were informed about challenges and weaknesses of specific EU policy  

developments, financial instruments, current gaps in the social finance market and forward-looking solutions.developments, financial instruments, current gaps in the social finance market and forward-looking solutions.

We developed research and built capacity specifically on impact measurement and management – a defining element of investing for impact. Our training courses also enabled EVPA members andWe developed research and built capacity specifically on impact measurement and management – a defining element of investing for impact. Our training courses also enabled EVPA members and  

practitioners to increase their knowledge of investing for impact practices and learn how to maximise impact by supporting social purpose organisations.practitioners to increase their knowledge of investing for impact practices and learn how to maximise impact by supporting social purpose organisations.
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With our data and research work, we increasedWith our data and research work, we increased  

knowledge about social enterprise finance within theknowledge about social enterprise finance within the  

wider impact ecosystem. This extensive data andwider impact ecosystem. This extensive data and  

experience base will also enable us to identify keyexperience base will also enable us to identify key  

sector/thematic-specific funding and capacity gaps.sector/thematic-specific funding and capacity gaps.

The EU’s support to EVPA brings crucial added value to our work. It allows EVPA to fulfil its mission of accelerating positive and lasting social and environmental change at scale by mobilising resources,The EU’s support to EVPA brings crucial added value to our work. It allows EVPA to fulfil its mission of accelerating positive and lasting social and environmental change at scale by mobilising resources,  

collaboration and building a thriving impact ecosystem. It also gives us and the whole social investment sector both increased credibility and visibility, thanks to EVPA’s involvement in initiatives led by thecollaboration and building a thriving impact ecosystem. It also gives us and the whole social investment sector both increased credibility and visibility, thanks to EVPA’s involvement in initiatives led by the  

European Commission such as the GECES and others.European Commission such as the GECES and others.

For more informationFor more information

Visit EVPA's website

https://www.evpa.ngo/
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